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MUMTAZ LADHA, MENHOOL LADHA, HUSSEIN LADHA, ZAHRA LADHA,
ANd NATASHA LADHA

Plaintiffs

AND

THE ATTORNEY GENERAL OF CANADA

AND

HER MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN RIGHT OF THE

PROVINCE OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Defendants

NOTICE OF CIVI CLAIM

This action has been started by the ptaintiff(s) for the relief set out in Part 2 below.

If you intend to respond to this action, you ot your lawyer must

(a) file a response to civil claim in Form 2 inlhe above-named registry of this

court within the time for response to civil claim described below, and

(b) serve a copy of the filed response to civil claim on the plaintiff.

If you intend to make a counterclaim, you or your lawyer must

(a) file a response to civil claim in Form 2 and a counterclaim in Form 3 in the

above-named registry of this court within the time for response to civil claim

described below, and

(b) serve a copy of the filed response to civil claim and counterclaim on the

plaintiff and on any new parties named in the counterclaim.

JUDGMENT MAY BE PRONOLTNCED AGAINST YOU IF YOU FAIL to file the

response to civil claim within the time for response to civil claim described below.
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Time for response to civil claim

A response to civil claim must be filed and served on the plaintif(s),

(a) if you reside anywhere in Canada, within 21 days after the date on which a

copy of the filed notice of civil claim was served on you,

(b) if you reside in the United States of America, within 35 days after the date on

which a copy of the filed notice of civil claim was served on you,

(c) if you reside elsewhere, within 49 days after the date on which a copy of the

filed notice of civil claim was served on you, or

(d) if the time for response to civil claim has been set by order of the court,
within that time.
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CLAIM OF THE PLAINTIFFS

PART 1: STATEMENT OF FACTS

A. OVERVIE\il

This claim is for recovery of reputation and fortune that were critically

damaged as a result of negligent investigations conducted by the Royal Canadian

Mounted Police ("RCMP") and the Director of Civil Forfeiture (the "Director").

These negligent investigations (the "Negligent Investigations") resulted in

unfounded criminal charges against the Plaintiff Mumtaz Ladha and an unfounded

Notice of Civil Claim (the "Claim") by the Director to seize and forfeit the Ladha

family home. This is also a claim in defamation and negligent publication against the

Defendant, the Attorney General of Canada.

As a result of the RCMP's negligent investigation, which led to the production of a

negligent and misleading Report to Crown Counsel and charge recommendations,

the Public Prosecution Service of Canada (the "PPSC" of the "Crown") approved

criminal charges of human trafficking and human smuggling against the Plaintiff

Mumtazladha resulting in her arrest. The Director then summarily issued an

application for the forfeiture of the Ladha home based on these same allegations.

As a result of the RCMP's negligent investigation, the criminal allegations

ultimately went to trial afwhich time MumtazLadhawas resoundingly found to be

innocent and was vindicated by this Honourable Court. Only then, more than 30

months after MumtazLadhawas demonized in the media and the Plaintiffs' assets

frozen, did the Director abandon the civil forfeiture Claim.

Until the criminal charges were laid, the Plaintiffs enjoyed hard-earned reputations

as philanthropic, successful entrepreneufs who were known for their honesty,

generosity, and kindness. They had donated hundreds ofthousands ofdollars to

numerous causes around the world and were considered leaders in their

communities, both locally and abroad. In essence, they had devoted their lives to the

tenets of their Ismaili faith.
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4 The Negligent Investigations had devastating effects on the reputation and

businesses of the Plaintiffs. The warrant for Mumtaz Ladha's affest, her subsequent

arrest and follow on criminal trial garnered intense media coverage in the Province

of British Columbia and around the world. The defendant Attorney General of

Canada, through its agent, the RCMP, went so far as to hold a press conference to

publicize their allegations for television and print media at which time they made

inflammatory and patently false statements before an audience of millions. The

RCMP publicly accused the Plaintifß of some of the most heinous behavior known

to man: enslaving, starving and sleep depriving a fellow human being.

The RCMP recommended criminal charges against Mumtaz Ladha on the basis of an

incredibly tall tale told to them by M.H. (the "complainant"), a witness who proved

to be wildly inconsistent in her various recorded and unrecorded statements to the

RCMP. The complainant's narrative was obviously and patently false, and was

itself contrary to documentary and independent witness evidence. The Director's

Claim (and its subsequent amendments) included the following patently false and

outrageous allegations against Mumtaz andZaluaLadhathat were spread far afield

by the media, and which mirror the defamatory statements made by the RCMP to the

media as described in more detail herein:

that the complainant, a young Tanzanianwoman, was kept at the Plaintiffs'

home in West Vancouver for ten months until she "escaped" in June 2009;

while residing with the Plaintiffs, the complainant was deprived of food and not

allowed to contact her family in Africa;

that the complainant was made to work in and outside of the house anywhere from 18

to 22 hours per day, 7 days a week, without pay and without a day off;

that the Plaintiffs locked away the complainant's passport where the complainant was

unable to access it;

5
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that the complainant was improperly clothed throughout the time she resided with the

Plaintifß; that she was required to shovel out the Plaintiffs' vehicles in only a light

cotton dress and sandals when it got stuck in the snow a kilometer from the home;

that the complainant was afraid for her safety should she leave the Ladha home and

their employ, as well as for the safety of her son, thereby clearly implying that the

Plaintiffs were capable of violence against other human beings, including children;

that the conduct of the Plaintifß towards the complainant could reasonably be

expected to cause the complainant to believe that her safety or that of her son would

be threatened if she failed to provide free domestic labour or service;

that the complainant suffered emotional and psychological harm as a result of the

conduct of the Plaintiffs; and

that the plaintiff Zahra Ladha had been charged with a criminal offence arising from

the complainant's allegations when no such charges had ever been laid.

These various assertions were made at a time when the RCMP and the Director were

acutely aware of the existence of starkly contradictory evidence with respect to

almost all of these allegations, including numerous internal inconsistencies within

the complainant's own statements. For example, the Director plead that the

complainant was not allowed to contact her family, but the complainant herself had

told the police that she called her family weekly for a time and had described details

of conversations with them in her recorded statements to the RCMP. Similarly, the

Director pleaded that the complainant was improperly clothed throughout the time

she resided with the Plaintiffs and wore a light cotton dress and sandals to shovel a

car out of the snow. However, the complainant had already told the police that

Natasha Ladha had given her a winter jacket and boots which she wore during the

alleged car shoveling incident referred to in the Director's Claim.

Moreover, the falsity of the complainant's allegations should have been clear to the

Defendants early in their investigations. MumtazLadha, in a voluntary statement

spontaneously given to the RCMP on September 11, 2009, completely contradicted

7
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the allegations and explained that the complainant was like a daughter to her and that

she treated the complainant like one of her daughters. During that same

spontaneous interview, Mumtaz Ladha provided to the RCMP a series of text

messages between herself and the complainant dated April 2, 2009 (nine months into

the complainant's alleged enslavement). These messages, which the complainant

acknowledged were authentic in a statement to the RCMP on November 13, 2009,

unequivocally contradicted the complainant's narrative of events and supported that

of Mumtaz Ladha. In particular, the messages read as follows:

COMPLAINANT MY MOTHER MISS YOU EVERYDAY GOOD

NIGHT BYE

M. LADHA Will miss you too goodnight and take care I love like
my Zahra and Natasha

COMPLAINANT THANK YOU MOTHER

As discussed in more detail below, lead RCMP investigator Constable Caroline

Raymond ("Cst. Raymond"), and to a lesser extent her replacement Constable Marie

Plamondon ("Cst. Plamondon"), also developed an inappropriate friendship with the

complainant which adversely affected the RCMP's investigation. This relationship

included social outings to go shopping, eating out at restaurants, and even attending

the cinema together. In effect, Cst. Raymond assumed the role of a friend, social

worker and/or family member to the complainant, in contravention of the RCMP's

own policy regarding human traffrcking enforcement and any reasonable standard of

objectivity and independence. In the course of these and other outings, the RCMP

took steps to coach the complainant regarding her statements, or at the very least,

purposefully chose not to record the complainant's initial reaction to new

information as it became available so as to prepare her for an additional formal

recorded statement. In particular, the RCMP also allowed the complainant to

prepare for her final audio-recorded statement on March 7 ,2011 by going over the

questions that would be asked weeks in advance, choosing not to record her initial

answers or reactions to those questions.
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9 The RCMP also failed to contact or interview individuals who they knew likely had

evidence that would exculpate Mumtaz Ladha. Some of these individuals testified at

Mumtaz Ladha's criminal trial, corroborating the information she provided during

her recorded statement to the RCMP in 2009. As discussed below, the learned Trial

Judge relied in part on these witnesses in her Reasons for acquitting Mumtaz Ladha,

noting Mumtaz Ladha's statement was largely corroborated and exhibited the

"unmistakable ring of truth.

Details of this and additional negligent behavior of the RCMP and the Director is

outlined in more detail, infra., namely:

o the RCMP's efforts to sensationalizethe case with a completely unfounded

"slave" narrative;

o the RCMP's wilful misleading of Crown counsel;

¡ the failure of the RCMP to properly consider and investigate the complainant's

inconsistent and incomplete statements;

¡ the inappropriate relationship that the lead RCMP investigator developed with

the complainant;

o the RCMP's coaching of the complainant prior to her final audio-recorded

statement to the RCMP;

o the RCMP's knowledge of the complainant's obvious motive to lie in order to

obtain Canadian residency;

o the RCMP's complete failure to investigate known exculpatory evidence;

¡ the RCMP's negligent handling of a witness' recantation;

¡ the RCMP's complete failure to investigate non-Canadian Government

personnel inTanzania;

¡ the Directors unreasonable attempt to expand the scope of the Civil Forfeiture

Act; and

10
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a the Director's institutionally designed, and improper purpose for initiating a

Claim based upon financial return considerations without regard to the lack of

merit of their Claim.

11

12.

Animated by improper and documented internal and external pressures to prosecute

a "human trafficking" case, the RCMP not only recommended criminal charges

against two of the Plaintiffs based on their negligent investigation, but they also

prepared a statement for news media which was used by one of their representatives

who actually appeared on television and was quoted in other news media on or about

May 17 ,201 I (the "Press Release"). In that Press Release, a transcript of which is

attached as AppendiX "A", the RCMP alleged that the complainant was forced to

work against her will for 18 hours a day,7-days a week, without pay, was onþ fed

"table Scraps", was sleep deprived and was brought to Canada without "papers", all

of which statements were both patently false and designed to sensationalize the story

for the media. The RCMP also insinuated that Mumtaz Ladha was trying to avoid

justice, which the RCMP knew not to be true. Needless to say, quoting from the

RCMP, news media from all over the world prepared hundreds of stories describing

the Plaintiffs as slave o\¡/ners and generally as despicable human beings.

These statements were made at a time when the RCMP had been expressly notified

of the falsity of the complainant's allegations, had been provided with direct

evidence of the complainant's falsehoods, were made aware of the existence of

witnesses who would corroborate the plaintiff Mumtaz Ladha's versions of events

and contradict that of the complainant, and at a time when the complainant had

articulated a clear motive to lie to the RCMP and others on more than one occasion.

However, none of these or the other problematic aspects of the investigation were

disclosed to the media. For example, by the time of the RCMP's press conference

starting on or around May 17,2011, the complainant had already admitted to having

gone out to restaurants with Mumtaz Ladha. Despite this admission, the RCMP still

told the media that the complainant was "abused for a year" and fed "only table

scÍaps" while living with the Ladha family.
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The steps taken by the Director in this case are equally egregious. Two months after

the criminal charges were laid, and after the Director was in possession of the Report

to Crown Counsel for just seven full business days, the Director blindly relied on the

RCMP's investigation to file and serve the Claim under the B.C. Civil Forfeiture Act

to seize the family home of the Plaintifß. The Director did so without conducting

any or any meaningful independent investigation. The Claim (and its subsequent

amendments) was filed on virtually the same basis as the RCMP's charge

recommendations against Mumtaz andZahra Ladha. The Director's blind reliance

upon the Report to Crown Counsel, without any independent investigation or

diligent review of the Report to Crown Counsel, resulted in a negligent and

malicious Claim against the Plaintiffs. The Director's Claim was also included in

news reports from the CBC and other news media.

In the initial filed version of the forfeiture Claim, still available online at cbc.ca

notwithstanding the Plaintiffs' diligent efforts to have it removed, the Director also

negligently asserted that the plaintiff ZaktraLadhahad been charged with a criminal

offence, when it was clear that she had not been and never was. As a result of the

Director' s negligence, Zalua Ladha' s employer summarily terminated her.

Further to the initiation of the Claim, the Director filed a lis pendens against the title

of the Plaintiffs' home thereby effectively rendering its disposition and/or

refinancing impossible. The Plaintiffs therefore could no longer use their primary

asset as security to fund a defence against the criminal charges and the forfeiture

Claim, nor for any business venture or other beneficial financial transactions.

The Director's Claim was brought for the improper purpose of meeting its financial

targets, at the expense of the interests ofjustice, the public interest and despite the

clear inadequacies of the evidence in this case. The Director's office has an assigned

budge target of approximately $3 Million annually which it meets by seizing

property. It is an explicit policy of the Director to consider financial considerations
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when deciding whether or not to bring a claim. The Ladha home is worth

approximately $5 Million and presented an opportunity for the Director to achieve

its financial targets, regardless of the merits of the Claim.

From September 4 to November 1,2013, a22-day trial relating to the criminal

allegations against Mumtaz Ladha was heard in British Columbia Supreme Court.

On November 22,20I3,the Honourable Madam Justice Fenlon acquitted Mumtaz

Ladha in no uncertain terms and in detail explained how the complainant's evidence

was simply incredible and improbable. Indeed, in concluding her Judgment, the

Honourable Madam Justice Fenlon went so far as to find as follows:

I wish to emphasizethatthis is not a case in which I am left with only a

reasonable doubt about whether the offences occurred. I am left, rather,

with the conviction that the allegations made by fthe complainant] are

improbable. On the evidence before me, it appears far more likely that the

complainant took advantage of Mrs. Ladha's generosity in order to come to

Canada and then took advantage of an opportunity she saw to remain in this

country, showing a callous disregard for her benefactor and the truth in the

process.

The Plaintiffs can nevsr be made whole for what they have suffered. Indeed, the

modest press coverage of MumtazLadha's acquittal paled in comparison to the

vitriolic press coverage the Ladhas received prior to and during the presentation of

the Crown's case attrial, most of which depicted them as a family who exploited a

"slave", who starved a fellow human being and forced her into domestic servitude

under demeaning conditions. One prominent newspaper even featured a picture of

Mumtaz Ladha and the headline "Beauty and the Beasts", clearly referring to

Mumtazladha as a beast (Province, August l4,20ll). This claim seeks all that the

law can provide: recovefy of compensable damages arising from the Negligent

Investigations and the defamation.

B. THE PARTIES

All the Plaintiffs are global citizens who in addition to their strong roots in

Vancouver and Canada, had important familial, business and charitable relationships

t9.
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with people all over the world, including Tanzania, Kenya, the Democratic Republic

of Congo, France, Italy, the United Arab Emirates, the United Kingdom, India,

Pakistan and the United States. Many of these relationships have been irreparably

damaged as a result of the negligence of the Defendants.

1. Mumtaz Ladha

Mumtaz Ladha was bom inTanzania in 1953 to an Ismaili family. She is and/or has

been a business owner and/or director. She is currently a l}Yo shareholder in

Techpack Tanzania Ltd. She was a major donor to the Aga Khan Foundation and the

Aga Khan University, As a result of the Negligent Investigations and the defamation

she was unable to continue with her business endeavours and has been unable to

meet pledges she made to charitable organizations with which she is affiliated.

Mumtaz Ladha's considerable volunteerism over the years includes: York House

Auxiliary at York House School in Vancouver, and volunteering on the Shia Imami

Ismaili Council for Vancouver (Arbitration Board) and with the Shia Imami Ismaili

Council for the Democratic Republic of Congo (Women's Portfolio).

In 1983, Mumtaz Ladha was ordained with the title Alijah Banu by His Highness,

the Aga Khan.

In her youth, Mumtaz Ladha was educatedinTanzania and studied to be a hair

stylist. After marriage, she supported her husband, the plaintiff Manhood Ladha,

with his entrepreneurial endeavors. Over four decades, Mumtaz and Menhool Ladha

were able to build considerable wealth through a combination of entrepreneurship

and investments. In that time, they immigrated to Canada where Mumtaz Ladha

raised her three children: the plaintiffs Hussein, Zahra and NatashaLadha.
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2. Menhool Ladha

Menhool Ladha owned and operated businesses in the Democratic Republic of

Congo. He was a shareholder, director, manager and operator of Fonderie de

Kinshasa and Plasco, all in Kinshasa, Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC).

Over the years, Menhool Ladha has received numerous prestigious honorific titles,

including: Officier de l'Ordre National du Léopard in 1985, the title of Knight by the

Republic of Italy in 1984, the title of Ifuight ordained by the Government of the

Republic of Zaire (now DRC) in 1983 and of Alijah (Ismaili Community Title)

ordained by His Highness, the Aga Khan in 1983. Menhool Ladha was also a major

donor to the Aga Khan Foundation and Aga Khan University.

3. Zahraladha

Zal¡6aLadhawas raised in W'est Vancouver, B.C. and now resides mostly in Dubai,

UAE. At the time of these events she was a marketing instructor at the University of

British Columbia Sauder School Of Business. She earned her B.A. at McGill

University, her M.A. at Simon Fraser University, and her Ph.D. at the International

School of Management in Paris, France. From 2008 to 2012 she was a sales

consultant for Medela Inc., an international pharmaceutical company. She is a

published academic and has also taught at Simon Fraser University and at the

International School of Management in Paris.

4. Natasha Ladha

Natasha Ladhawas raised in West Vancouver, B.C. and now resides mostly in the

Democratic Republic of Congo. She earned her B.A. from Cornell University in

New York. Since moving to the Democratic Republic of Congo, Natasha Ladha has

been a freelance consultant to many industry sectors. She is also the owner of a

leading hair and beauty salon in Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania. Prior to that, she was the
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Head of Management Consulting at Jones LangLa Salle, in Dubai, UAE. Natasha

Ladha is also a99Yo shareholder and director ofPlasco, sprl and a49Yo shareholder

of Fonderie de Kinshasa, sprl.

Natasha Ladha is also a very active member in her community. Her volunteer

activities include volunteering with the Kimbilio Street Kids Christmas Market in

Lubumbashi, Democratic Republic of Congo. She has recently been appointed as a

volunteer to lead a two-year strategy project for the International Conciliation and

Arbitration Board for the Global Shia Imami Ismaili Council. She also served on the

Hospitality Committee of the Aga KJran Golden Jubilee in Paris, France in2009,

was part of the Ismaili Economic Forum in Dubai, UAE in 2008, a member of the

Aga Khan Youth & Sports Board in Dubai, UAE from 2005 to 2008, a member of

the Aga Khan Economic Planning Board in Dar Es Salaam, Tanzaniafrom2002-

2004 and was a Baitul Ilm religious education teacher in Vancouver, B.C. in 2001.

5. Hussein Ladha

Hussein Ladhais a Canadian entrepreneur raised in West Vancouver, B.C. and

currently residing in Dar Es Salaam, Tanzania. He earned a B.A. in Economics and

Political Science at the University of Pennsylvania and has a diploma in

Developmental Economics from the London School of Economics.

From 1996 to 2007, he founded and was the Managing Director of Raffia Bags

Group. Raffia Bags was the largest manufacturer of woven industrial sacks in East

and Central Africa with operations in South Africa, Mozambique, Kenya and

Tanzania. He is currently Managing Director of Techpack Group andaT}o/o

shareholder in Techpack TanzaniaLtd. Techpack Tanzania Ltd. is one of the largest

manufacturers of cement sacks in East and Central Africa and operates inTanzania,

Kenya andZambia. Mumtaz Ladhaalso owns al0o/o share of Techpack Group.

Currently the Teckpack Group exports to no less than eight African countries.
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Hussein Ladha is also very active in serving his community including as Director of

the Aga Khan Health Services inTanzaniafrom 2003 to 2006 and as councilor to the

Aga Khan Council for Tanzania from 2006 to 2009. Hussein Ladha is a member of

the Young Presidents Organization, the Confederation of Tanzanian Industries, and

the CEO Round Table.

6. Attorney General of Canada

The Defendant, the Attorney General of Canada, represents Her Majesty the Queen

in Right of Canada. The Attorney General is named in his representative capacity in

respect of actions by the RCMP and its employees in accordance with the Crown

Liability and Proceedings Act.

7. Her Majesty the Queen in Right of the Province of British Columbia

The Defendant, her Majesty the Queen in Right of the Province of British Columbia

is named in its representative capacity in accordance with the Crown Proceeding

lcl, RSBC, c. 89 with respect to the actions of the Director of Civil Forfeiture and

its employees.

C. OF'EVENTS I,RADING UP TO THR, NEGLIG E,NT

INVESTIGATIONS

Mumtaz Ladha met the complainant in Dar es Salaam, Tanzania,where they both

lived in or around the early 2000s. The complainant was hired to work in the Ladha

home as a housekeeper, a common form of employment in Masaki, Taruania,the

district where Mumtaz Ladha lived at the time. Mumtaz Ladha quickly developed a

friendly relationship with the complainant; they would often laugh and joke with one

another and generally got along well.
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In the mid-2000s, the complainant became pregnant and left the Ladhas' employ.

The complainant remained home for a number of months caring for her child. It was

a difficult and desperate time for the complainant.

In2007, Mumtaz Ladha was visitingTanzania and met the complainant again. The

complainant had been without work for a long time, and had a child to feed. She

requested employment. Mumtaz Ladha, not having a home any longer inTanzania,

could not offer her domestic employment. Nonetheless, MumtazLadha had always

been fond of the complainant and arranged to find her work at the salon she owned

inTanzania. In fact, Mumtaz Ladha created a cleaning job where there was none for

the express purpose of assisting the complainant. In time, the complainant began

training to work as a beautician in the salon. Mumtaz Ladha encouraged this training

and gave the complainant a raise.

During the mid to late 2000s, Mumtaz Ladha was travelling between the homes of

her family members in Dubai (her daughter Natasha Ladha), Congo (her husband

Menhool Ladha), Tanzania(her son Hussein Ladha) and Canada (her own home and

the then home of her daughter Zahra Ladha).

In the years leading up to 2008, Mumtaz Ladha suffered from some medical

ailments. These ailments, though not life-threatening, were serious enough to

warrant hospitalization, For example, in January 2008, Mumtaz Ladha was

hospitalized in Dubai with symptoms of vertigo. As a result, Mumtaz Ladha

preferred to travel to locations where she could be in the company of someone who

could help if the need arose.

By 2008, ZahraLadhahad become a busy professional, who was often away from

the family home in West Vancouver, B.C. She was studying for her Ph.D. and had a

full-time job with Medela, a pharmaceutical company, that required her to travel

frequently. Mumtaz Ladha planned to visit her daughter and friends in Canada for a

short period in 2008. However, knowing the nature of her daughter Zahra's lifestyle,
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Mumtaz Ladha did not want to travel alone or to live alone in her large West

Vancouver home.

In the context of their past employment relationship, Mumtaz Ladha and the

complainant had talked about Canada. The complainant had expressed an interest in

visiting Canada. As Mumtaz Ladhaliked to have travelling companions, she offered

to take the complainant as a guest on her visit to Canada. Mumtaz Ladha had always

been fond of the complainant and thought it would be a good opportunity for her to

travel. Mumtaz Ladha agreed to continue paying the complainant her Tanzanian

salon wages while she was away so as to ensure that the complainant's family

remained supported during their absence.

The complainant agreed to accompany MumtazLadha on a visit to Canada. Mumtaz

Ladha assisted the complainant with obtaining a passport and arranging for a

temporary resident visa. Once the complainant's visa was granted, Mumtaz Ladha

purchased a plane ticket for her to travel to Canada in August 2008. As Mumtaz

Ladhawas visiting her daughter Natasha in Dubai at the time of the complainant's

departure from Tanzania, she and the complainant agreed to meet up in London,

England in order to travel together to Vancouver. Concerned that the complainant

may get lost or otherwise run into issues while travelling, Mumtaz Ladha ananged

for her Tanzanian manager to put credit on the complainant's cellular phone.

Mumtaz Ladha also provided the complainant with money for travel expenses.

Mumtaz Ladhaand the complainant met in London's Heathrow Airport and flew

together, on August 2,2008 in the upgraded British Airways "World Traveler Plus"

class, to Vancouver.MumtazLadhaintended the visit to complete by October 15,

2008 and had booked return flights for both she and the complainant for that period,

Over the next months, Mumtaz Ladha and the complainant spent a lot of time

together. They went out shopping together, ate out at restaurants, visited Mumtaz

Ladha's friends' houses and attended special gatherings held within the local Ismaili

community.
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As their return date approached, MumtazLadha learned that the Aga Khan was

likely planning to visit Vancouver soon. She had been following the Aga Khan's

Golden Jubilee events that had been held that year and had attended earlier events in

Dubai andTanzania. These events are of utmost significance to Ismailis.

Mumtaz Ladha did not want to miss the Aga Khan's visit to Vancouver and decided

to remain in Canada. Her husband Menhool also agreed to come to Vancouver

because of this significant event.

The complainant, having now spent a couple of months living in Canada, also agreed

to stay. She had been enjoying her time visitingCanada and she began to think that

she might want to remain in Canada permanently. Canada appeared to offer better

opportunities for her and her son. Mumtaz Ladha, a well-connected woman with

considerable wealth, could potentially help the complainant should she want to stay.

Over the 2008-2009 Christmas holidays, Mumtaz Ladha, the complainant and

Natasha Ladha spent considerable time together, continuing to shop, eat out and

enjoy themselves. They went to Whistler for a holiday trip. As Natasha Ladha's visit

was coming to an end, MumtazLadha began to prepare for her retum to Africa with

the complainant. However, the complainant indicated that she wanted to remain in

Canada.

In early January 2009,Mumtazladha agreed to attempt to help the complainant

remain in Canada for an additional period. To this end, MumtazLadhaarranged for

a meeting with an immigration consultant.}r4umtaz Ladha told the immigration

consultant, Mr. Don Stevens, that the complainant wanted to remain in Canada. At

the complainant's request, Mumtaz Ladha inquired about the prospect of possibly

obtaining a work permit for the complainant. Mr. Stevens subsequently submitted an

application on the complainant's behalf for an extension of her temporary visitor

status.
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Mumtaz Ladha and the complainant remained in Canada together for another month.

At some point, Mumtaz Ladhacould not stay in Canada any longer. Before leaving,

Mumtaz Ladha discussed the complainant's future plans with her. The complainant

wanted to remain in Canada more permanently and asked Mumtaz Ladha to help her

in this regard. As a result, near the end of January 2009,Mvrntaz Ladha also

consulted with her lawyer, Mr. Fiesal Ibrahim, about the prospect of assisting the

complainant to extend her stay.

Mr. Ibrahim advised Mumtaz Ladhaof the complainant's options, which included a

live-in caregiver application or a work permit application. As she had no need for a

live-in caregiver, Mumtaz Ladha asked her lawyer to pursue a work permit for the

complainant. Mumtaz Ladha was however not interested in having the complainant

work at the Ladha residence.

As part of the work permit application, the complainant would require a job offer. At

the time, Mumtaz Ladha had many friends in Vancouver who owned their own

businesses. At one point, she asked two prominent businessmen she knew about

potentially helping the complainant with an offer of employment. Before retuming

to Africa on February 5,2009, Mumtaz Ladha arranged for her lawyer to contact a

local businessman for the purpose of pursuing a work permit application on the

complainant's behalf.

After MumtazLadhaleft, the complainant remained at the Ladha residence with

Zahra Ladha for a number of months. As Zaltra Ladha was busy, she did not have

much leisure time to spend with the complainant although their relationship

remained amicable. During this period, the complainant visited Mumtaz Ladha's

friends and otherwise spend time in'West Vancouver. Mumtaz Ladha was not

intending to return to Canada untllZaha Ladha's birthday on July 9,2009, just

before the complainant's extended visitor status was to expire.
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As time passed, it became apparent that the complainant would have to return to

Africa as her work permit had not been obtained and her visitor status was near

expiry. As a result, Mumtaz Ladha communicated to the complainant that she would

have to return to Tanzania. The complainant did not want to retum to Tanzania.

Having seen the potential to live in Canada, she was desperate to remain here.

At some point in 2009, the complainant met a woman named Tigist Begashaw, a

local woman of African descent. Ms. Begashaw had given the complainant a ride on

one occasion and had invited the complainant to call her if the complainant ever

needed anything. The complainant contacted Ms. Begashaw at some point and

apparently indicated that she was hungry and needed food. Ms. Begashaw obliged

and the complainant began contacting Ms. Begashaw repeatedly.

As the complainant's return to Africa neared, she began to tell Ms. Begashaw a more

detailed fabrication of suffering. This prompted Ms. Begashaw to suggest that the

complainant go to the police, but the complainant said she did not want the police's

help. Eventually, Ms. Begashaw suggested that the complainant go to a transition

home that she had heard about. Taking up this option, the complainant abruptly left

the Ladha residence in an attempt to remain in Canada. She did not even contact her

family inTanzaniato let them know what was happening. From there, the

complainant's fabricated narrative evolved fuither. She claimed that she had been

working for the family and they had kept her passport. These allegations prompted

the transition home to request the \Mest Vancouver Police Department's assistance.

The police retrieved the complainant's belongings that she had left at the Ladha

home, including her passport and return ticket, but the complainant still did not want

to return to Africa.

The complainant was concerned about her immigration status. On or around June 19,

2009, the complainant learned that she could remain in Canada under a temporary

resident permit ("TIU,"¡ if she claimed to be a victim of human trafficking. The

complainant enlisted the help of the transition home workers and the RCMP in order

54.
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to obtain a TRP. She also sought the assistance of a handyman who came to the

Ladha residence, Mr. Tsehaye "Sonny" Andom. She called Mr. Andom and asked

for his help to remain in Canada and bring her son here. Mr. Androm agreed to lie

to the police about the complainant's circumstances while living with the Ladha

family.

D. THE NEGLIGENT GATIONS OF'THE RCMP AND THF], DIRECTOR

55
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1. The RCMP's improper motive to recommend charges

The RCMP's rush to prosecute and failure to investigate did not happen in a vacuum

uninfluenced by ulterior motives and improper considerations.

Cst. Caroline Raymond was the lead investigator in the Ladha case until she was

replaced by Cst. Marie Plamondon.

Cst. Raymond, now retired, was part of the B.C. RCMP Border Integrity Unit (the

"BIU") which was specifically tasked with investigating cases of trafficking in

persons in conjunction with the B.C. "Office to Combat Trafficking". One of the

purposes of this BC RCMP unit was to investigate cases of human trafficking in

British Columbia. To the extent that no or few cases weÍe being approved for

prosecution the BIU would have failed its mandate.

The RCMP was also motivated to recommend charges and did recommend charges

against Mumtaz Ladhapursuant to clearly inappropriate pressure from the United

States, including through its Consulate General in Vancouver, to press charges in

what the United States also described as a "slavery case". Indeed, the U.S. Consulate

General in Vancouver received assurances from the RCMP in or around the fall of

2009 (after the PPSC had received the RCMP's recommendation to charge Mumtaz

andZahraladha) that an arrest for human trafficking was imminent and that the

RCMP had a "crown counsel who was interested in seeking trafficking charges".
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Moreover, in or around the fall of 2009, the United States warned Canadathat it

would downgrade Canada from a Tier 1 to Tier 2 countty with respect to

enforcement of traffrcking in persons laws, since there had not been additional

trafficking in persons related convictions in Canada in2009.

The RCMP was first contacted with respect to the complainant's allegations on June

19,2009. Approximately one month later, the RCMP delivered its initial Report to

Crown Counsel recommending charges against Mumtaz andZahraladha. In

September, 2009 Cst. Raymond had expressed "strong frustration" to U.S. officials

that the RCMP BIU was being "stymied by prosecutors" and that the RCMP had

"been looking for a case 'with a bow on it' to serve as precedent". CSt. Raymond

described the Ladha case to U.S. officials as an "exemplar"; it being "a case of

forced labour and domestic servitude resulting in the near starvation of the victim".

Cst. Raymond believed her duty was to "educate" PPSC prosecutors on human

trafficking.

The BIU's institutional interest in pursuing prosecutions of human trafficking cases

formed part of the backdrop to the RCMP's institutional tunnel vision, which

contributed to its negligent investigation in this case.

It is clear that from the outset of her involvement in this case that Cst. Raymond was

not interested in conducting an objective investigation. Repeatedly, Cst. Raymond

ignored inconsistent or exculpatory facts, misled Crown prosecutors with incomplete

or inaccurate reports, and failed to confront the complainant with contradictory

evidence from her own statements and/or external evidence.

Instead of acting as an objective investigator, Cst. Raymond became preoccupied

throughout her investigation with patching up the complainant's evidence, ignoring

leads which would lead to the truth, and otherwise spreading a sensational narrative

that the complainant had been held as a "slave".
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Moreover, it appears that Cst. Raymond and the RCMP as a whole were keen to

pursue avenues that served only to make MumtazLadha's life and the defence of the

criminal charges against her more difficult. These steps included:

a. Notifying Passport Canada of the criminal charges in order to have Mumtaz

Ladha's passport revoked, which eventually occurred on December 8,2011'

This step was particularly unwarranted given that Mumtaz Ladha had

voluntarily returned to Canada in2009, had provided a voluntary statement

to the police atthat time, and then voluntarily returned again in 2011 to face

the RCMP's baseless charges. Moteovet, in the intervening period between

charges being laid and the revocation of the passport, the PPSC had already

agreed to return Mumtaz Ladha's passport and vary her bail conditions to

allow her to travel internationally;

b. Notifying the Director of the allegations so that he might pursue civil

forfeiture of the Plaintiffs' home and fìle a lis pendens, when the PPSC had

declined to do so;

c. Preparing a media plan to spread the complainant's outrageous accusations

far and wide, as discussed, infra;

2. Cst. Raymond Sensationalized the Case with a o'Slave" Narrative

The RCMP's improper motive to promote charges also animated their effort to

sens ati onal ize the pro secution of Mumtaz Ladha.

Cst. Raymond continually tried to propagate anarrutive portraying the complainant

as an African "slave" who had been duped into coming to Canadaby a wealthy East

indian socialite. In particular, Cst. Raymond was prone to making overblown claims

regarding the complainant's demeanor. For example, Cst. Raymond purported to

make the following observations:
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Regarding her first meeting the complainant on June 22, 2009, Cst. Raymond

noted. "The victim's posture and overall demeanor (i.e' shoulders down)

indicated low self-esteem" ;

Cst. Raymond noted on July 29,2009 ooshe appeared to be in good spirit & a bit

more independent; however still "slave" type of behavior (holding on like a

"puppy" ..-.)

Mumtaz Ladha brought the complainant to Canada with "no papers";

The complainant was "forced" to work in the Plaintiffs'home 18 hours aday,7

days a week with no pay and no days off;

The complainant was "treated like a slave";

The complainant was told when she could go to sleep;

The complainant was "only fed table scraps"; and

The complainant only "fled" to a shelter after a"full year of abuse"
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In addition to Cst. Raymond's individual conduct, the RCMP as a whole appears to

have viewed this file as a public relations opportunity. Shortly after the warrant for

Mumtazladha's arrest was issued, the RCMP staged a press conference (the "Press

Release") wherein they made a number of outrageous and false accusations against

Mumtaz Ladha, including the following statements which were broadcast on

television, quoted in newspapers and which are generally still available online:

The complainant was "lured" to Canada by MumtazLadha with a promise of a

job working in a salon;

a

a

a

o

a

a

a

These statements were not made hastily or without forethought. In fact, the RCMP

prepared a detailed media plan well in advance of this press conference. The

deliberate nature of the RCMP's false, extravagant and prejudicial Press Release was

designed to and did profoundly harm the Plaintiffs.
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By the time of the Press Release, the RCMP was in possession of information,

including from the complainant herself, which contradicted many if not all of the

allegations detailed supra. For example, at all times the RCMP was aware that the

complainant had come to Canada with valid visa documents issued by the High

Commission of Canada in Africa. To allege that Mumtaz Ladhabrought the

complainant to Canada with "no papers" was a complete falsehood with absolutely

no foundation.

The RCMP appears to have been more concerned with enhancing or rehabilitating

their image than focusing on an objective investigation. For example, the following

appears in the RCMP's Strategic Communications Plan, drafted on August 11,2009

and updated on September 10, 2009:

Arrests of the two accused fMumtaz and Zahra Ladha] are temporarily

scheduled for August 25, 2009 and a communications plan is in place in

anticioation of hish media interest. Recent coverage of Human

Trafficking issues and criticism of the RCMP and Minister as a result of the

US report on HT have sparked high media attention. It is additionally

anticipated that the fact that one of the Accused is a UBC Professor as is one

of the most vocal and critical voices on Canadian HT response levels,

Professor Benjamin Perrin, may cause additional media attention. The plan

will also allow for quick response to any unscheduled public exposure by the

accused, though this is considered unlikely.

Strøtegìc Considerøtíons :
o Accused are likely una\Mare that they meet the requirements of a

Human Trafficking Charge under the Criminal Code as well as under

the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act and could potentially

create a major public display against the RCMP for wrongful arrest

fs
and initial local and public support may be strongly against the

RCMP-GRC

Profile of the Accused will likely result in significant scrutiny of the

investigation and conduct of the RCMP members

University of British Columbia, International and Marketing Business

O

a

a

will have their reputaûon at ieooardv when T,ahraLadha. a
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a

Trafficking

RCMP may deal with challenges on educating the public on how the

two accused meet the requirements necessary for a human trafficking

charge because the public may not view the actions of the accused as

traffrcking of persons especially if the accused themselves are

unaware that their actions as human traffickins

C o mm un ic atío ns O bj ectív es :
o Increase education/awareness around human trafficking and the way it

can exploit people

o Increase education/awareness on investigation actions being taken to

reduce/combat/deter it
o Educate the public on the requirements of meeting a charge of human

trafficking and what human trafficking consists of
merits

rather

ofthe accused

Partnership with Crown Counsel who has also reviewed the

investigation and supports charges; this is not a spur of the moment

arrest that was carefully considered prior to proceeding. femphasis

addedl

for

the

o

7l This preoccupation with the RCMP's image also permeated Cst. Raymond's police

reports. For instance, in summarizingher meeting with the complainant on July 7,

2009, Cst. Raymond included the following observation about how a worker at the

shelter approved ofher efforts:

Laurie Parker-Stuart has been extremelv hannv with the oolice and thev have

been helpful and kind throughout the process. She indicated to Constable

Raymond that the victim had had ahardtime. It was one day at a time as for the

victim, living in Canada was difficult: having to learn many new overwhelming

things on a daily basis. fEmphasis added]

It does not appear that the RCMP ever considered providing a balanced, fulsome

reporting of the facts. To the contrary, the RCMP elected to publicize the

complainant's most outrageous allegations, and then to embellish them, in an effort

to sensationalizethe narrative and to portray MumtazLadha as a cruel slave-owner

72.
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who had deceived the complainant into coming to Canada. Remarkably, it appears

that this strategy was motivated, at least in part, by a desire to deflect criticism of the

RCMP itself.

3. Cst. Raymond Wilfully Misled Crown Prosecutors

a. Exaggerations

73. In addition to the conduct outlined above, it is apparent that Cst. Raymond grossly

exaggerated the claims of other witnesses in her Reports to Crown Counsel to

support the notion that the complainant was a vulnerable "slave" in the Ladha

residence. Significantly Cst. Raymond also purposefully omitted facts that

conflicted with the RCMP's theory of the case.

74 Cst. Raymond's summary of one witness' statement to the police provides a clear

example of how she mislead Crown prosecutors. The block quotes below are taken

directly from Cst. Raymond's Report to Crown Counsel:

Sometime in January 2009, as she was driving to see a client of hers, she

noticed the victim underdressed for the weather waiting at a bus stop.

The woman was inappropriately dressed for the weather. She was

wearing African clothing with a hair band that you would only see someone

wearing in Africa. [Emphasis added]

75 The witness referred to in the above quote, Ms. Begashaw, never actually asserted

that the complainant was underdressed or inappropriately dressed for the weather.

Ms. Begashaw simply stated that she noticed the complainant waiting at the bus stop

because she was black and was wearing an African turban/scarf. Cst. Raymond mis-

stated Ms. Begashaw's evidence.

76. Cst. Raymond also propagated, in a misleading fashion, the notion that Ms.

Begashaw and Mr. Andom, the so-called "corroborative" witnesses, were

independent of one another. Cst. Raymond reported to the Crown that Ms.

Begashaw had said she coincidentally met another witness Mr. Andom and spoke to

him about the complainant. However, Cst. Raymond failed to advise Crown counsel
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that Mr. Andom and Ms. Begashaw were friends and knew each other before

meeting the complainant, even though this fact arose in the very same sentence in

Ms. Begashaw's statement.

77 Cst. Raymond also failed to mention the fact that these two witnesses were friends in

her summary of Mr. Andom's statement. Mr. Andom had made this disclosure in his

statement to the police. Cst. Raymond's failure to advise the Crown of Ms.

Begashaw's prior relationship with Mr. Andom, coupled with Cst. Raymond's

emphasis of the "coincidental" nature of their meeting, constituted an obvious

attempt to suggest that these two witnesses were truly independent of one another

when that simply was not the case. Cst. Raymond's concealment of the prior

relationship between these two supposedly independent corroborating witnesses

deprived the Crown of the ability to properly assess the credibility of their respective

accounts.

78. Cst. Raymond also stated in the Report to Crown Counsel

After her conversation with Tsehaye Andom, Tigist Begashaw started to
become more pro-active and started contacting transition homes to find a
safe place for the victim. Up until this point, the victim was too afraid to
leave her employers as she feels they are very powerful. She found Kate
Booth House and after 4 hours of conversation with the victim over the
telephone, she convinced her to have the strength to leave and jump in a
taxi that Tigist Begashaw herself sent to pick the victim up and rescue her.

fEmphasis added]

In fact, Ms. Begashaw contacted one transition home and suggested to the

complainant that she follow-up with them. Ms. Begashaw never asserted that the

complainant was afraid to leave her employers because she felt they were very

powerful. Cst. Raymond simply added this embelishment.

Similarly, Ms. Begashaw did not describe a four hour telephone conversation during

which she convinced the complainant to muster the strength to be "rescued". Rather,

Ms. Begashaw told Cst. Raymond that it was the complainant who called her one

79
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day and said she wanted to leave, prompting Ms. Begashaw to give her the transition

home's phone number. Again, Cst. Raymond embellished Ms. Begashaw's

narrative in a misleading fashion.

b. Omissions

In addition to the exaggerated and inaccurate reporting described above, Cst.

Raymond also made numerous relevant and material omissions in her summary of

Ms. Begashaw's statement. For example, in her Report to Crown Counsel, Cst.

Raymond failed to note the following facts from Ms. Begashaw's statement which

conflicted with the allegation that the complainant was MumlazLadha's "slave"

who had no means of communicating with others:

Ms. Begashaw explained that the complainant had a cellular phone that Mumtaz

Ladha had given to her, and that the complainant would call Ms, Begashaw

every day for stretches of time and less frequently during other periods. Cst.

Raymond did not summarize this information, though she did repeatedly refer to

the complainant's allegation that she was unable to contact her family in Africa;

a

a

o

Ms. Begashaw indicated that the complainant referred to Mumtaz Ladha as

"mom" and "mama". Cst. Raymond did not mention this fact in her report,

though she expressly noted that the complainant would refer to Mumtaz Ladha

as her "boss";

Ms. Begashaw stated that the complainant showed her a visitor's visa slip with

the expiry date of July 14 (in obvious reference to the complainant's official

Visitor Record from Citizenship and Immigration Canada). Cst. Raymond failed

to mention this fact in her report, though she did repeatedly mention that the

complainant did not have her passport, including in reference to Ms. Begashaw's

statement wherein this issue was discussed;
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Ms. Begashaw informed Cst. Raymond that the complainant was left alone in the

residence for up to a "few weeks" at a time and that the complainant would

travel to Park Royal Shopping Centre by herself to meet with Ms. Begashaw.

Cst. Raymond did not mention these facts in her Report to Crown Counsel

summary, though she did refer to the complainant "escaping" and being

"rescued" in that same Report, strongly implying that the complainant was

unable to leave the Ladha residence.

c. Bias

Though perfection cannot be achieved when a statement is summarized, the selective

nature of Cst. Raymond's reporting and misreporting leads to only one conclusion:

an attempt to ensure charges were laid against Mumtaz Ladha regardless of whether

the facts actually supported such charges. Further confirmation of this motive is

found in the manner in which Cst. Raymond summarized portions of her interactions

with other witnesses including Mr. Andom, Ms. Laurie Parker-Stuart, and Mr.

Stevens, an immigration consultant.

For example, the Report to Crown Counsel states the following with respect to Mr.

Andom's statement to the police:

It was raining very hard andZafuaLadhademanded that the victim bring all
her bags to her vehicle down on the street. The victim, underdressed for the

weather, without an umbrella and completely soaked, followed ZafuaLadha
down the driveway canying bags while Zahra Ladha had her own umbrella
and expected the victim to open the vehicle door for her.

Mr. Andom did in fact describe an alleged incident where he observed the

complainant following ZahraLadha in the rain to Zahra Ladha's vehicle. However,

Mr. Andom never said that Za\raladha "demanded" fhatthe complainant bring her

bags, that the complainant was "completely soaked", that the complainant "followed

ZahraLadhadown the driveway carrying bags, or thatZahraLadha expected "[the

complainant] to open the vehicle door". Again, Cst. Raymond simply made up these
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details in an effort to portray Zafualadha as a careless and cruel individual who

required the complainant to work at her beck and call.

Finally, Cst. Raymond also attempted to mislead Crown prosecutors with respect to

her own conduct. For example, in describing the aftermath of the complainant's

second recorded statement, Cst. Raymond noted that the complainant'. "appeared

completely drained emotionally. She cried throughout the interview and asked to

" go home" afterwards as she was tired and wanted to sleep". Significantly Cst.

Raymond made no mention that following this interview she and the complainant

attended an IMAX movie together.

Similarly, Cst. Raymond suggested in her Supplementary Report to Crown Counsel

that she had conducted a neighbourhood inquiry which revealed that"no one seems

to lcnow the Ladha s [sic]". Cst. Raymond's extensive handwritten and typed notes

do not include any reference to completing a neighbourhood inquiry. Furthermore,

when questioned directly about this in response to a disclosure request, Cst.

Raymond indicated that she "remember[edJ knocking on a couple of doors but

nobody answered." Had Cst. Raymond actually conducted an appropriate

"neighbourhood inquiry", she would have encountered Dr. Nurez Kassam, who lived

in the same neighbourhood as Mumtaz Ladha. Dr, Kassam testified attrial and

provided highly exculpatory evidence during Mumtaz Ladha's defence.

4. The RCMP Failed to Properly Consider and Investigate the Complainant's
Inconsistent and Incomplete Statements

The complainant provided four lengthy statements to the RCMP on June 22, JuIy 7,

November 13,2009 and March 7,2011, running 96 pages,87 pages,53 pages and

64 pages respectively, as well as numerous unrecorded statements. The complainant

also provided a statutory declaration to Citizenship and Immigration Canada ("CIC")

on July 2,2009. These statements, when compared with one another, are rife with

inconsistencies. These inconsistencies alone should have precluded a

recommendation that charges be laid, yet they were wilfully or negligently ignored
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by the RCMP. These inconsistencies included, but are not limited to

. The complainant's relationship with Mumtaz Ladha in Africa prior to coming to

Canada;

o How and when the complainant obtained her passport in Tanzania, and how

many passports she obtained in Tanzania before coming to Canada;

¡ How many times MumtazLadha offered to bring the complainant to Canada and

the details of those offers;

. The circumstances of her living at the Ladha residence in West Vancouver;

o Whether she was provided money by the Ladhas;

¡ Her ability to call her family inTarnania;

¡ 'Whether 
she wished to return home or stay in Canada;

o Whether she was ever threatened by the Ladhas;

r How long she anticipated staying in Canada;

o The nature of her relationship withZahraLadha;

¡ The complainant's attendance at lawyers' offices to extend her visa;

o Whether the complainant's passport was kept in a safe;

o V/hether the complainant recalled signing the visa extension application and

whether she willingly participated in the visa process; and

. Whether the Ladhas ever threatened to take the complainant back to Africa and

why the complainant remained in Canada.

In particular, following Mumtaz Ladha's unequivocal denial to the RCMP of the

complainant's allegations, the complainant's narrative changed dramatically. In her

statement to the police on November 13,2009, the complainant added several details

that she had not mentioned in any of her previous statements in an ill-fated attempt

to explain away MumtazLadha's truthful version of events as recorded in her

statement to the RCMP on September i 1, 2009. However, these additional details

invariably corroborated Mumtaz Ladha's version of events and included the

following:
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That the complainant accompanied Mumtaz Ladha to two visa ofÍices in Africa,

suggesting that she was in fact involved in the visa application process where

she had previously stated otherwise;

That MumtazLadhagave the complainant clothes before coming to Canada,

corroborating Mumtaz Ladha's version of events and undermining the

complainant's claim to have been given a uniform to wear every day at the

Ladha residence;

That Zalta Ladha bought clothes for the complainant's son, supporting Mumtaz

Ladha's statement to the RCMP that the complainant was treated like a member

of the family and undermining the complainant's claim to have been subjected to

cruel treatment by the Ladhas;

That ZaltraLadha had once given the complainant $40, corroborating Mumtaz

Ladha's statement that they would give the complainant "pocket money" and

contradicting the complainant's previous statement that the Ladhas had never

given her any money;

That Mumtaz Ladha had taken the complainant to restaurants while they lived

together, corroborating Mumtaz Ladha's statement and contradicting the

complainant's previous assertions that she had not been adequately fed while

living with the Ladha family;

That the complainant was taken to Whistler for a trip, again corroborating

Mumtaz Ladha's statement to the RCMP and contradicting the complainant's

earlier narrative of deprivation and suffering;

That the complainant delivered approximately $600 to her son in Africa, further

corroborating Mumtaz Ladha's statement that she gave the complainant pocket

money and undermining the complainant's claims to have not been given money

a
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or been able to contact her family;

That the complainant would refer to Mumtaz Ladha as "mom", obviously

inconsistent with the complainant's fabricated story;

That the complainant had sent text messages to Mumtaz Ladha saying she

"missed" her, corroborating Mumtaz Ladha's statement that the complainant was

like a member of the family; and

That the complainant went to a lawyer's office in Canada for the purpose of

extending her visa, again indicating that the complainant was more involved in

the visa process than she had previously admitted.
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In a context where the complainant had previously told the police that she was

not adequately fed and had been put to work against her will by Mumtaz Ladha, it

should have been obvious to the RCMP that the complainant could not have

forgotten that she went out to restaurants with Mumtaz Ladha and had shared text

messages with her indicating a close and familial like relationship; or that she went

to two visa offices inTanzaniaand one lawyer's office in Canada, Instead the

RCMP failed to investigate these obvious inconsistencies and instead chose to ignore

the facts and to "believe" the complainant's outrageous and improbable story.

Moreover, as noted above, the complainant provided two lengthy statements on June

22 and July 7, 2009. During each of these statements, the complainant was asked

whether she had anything to add to her narrative, but failed to mention an)¡ of the

facts enumerated above.

One of the more obvious improbabilities in the complainant's statements to the

RCMP was her assertion that she worked 7 days a week, 18 to 20 hours aday, for 10

months, without a day off. The RCMP learned at a very early stage in the

investigation that the complainant had been left alone at the Ladha home in West

9T
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Vancouver for weeks at a time, including through the receipt of irrefutable border-

crossing records and declaration cards. Given this fact, it would be completely

illogical and improbable for the complainant to have worked 18 to 20 hours a day,7

days a week, cleaning the Ladha residence when she was the only one living there.

The police did virtually nothing to confront the complainant with this obvious

inconsistency, nor did it appear to affect their charge approval recommendation or

their Press Release. In acquitting Mumtaz Ladha, Madam Justice Fenlon articulated

this point as one of the ten reasons for disbelieving the complainant, holding as

follows:

[31] Fourth, the complainant described working 18 to 19 hours aday for 10

months without a single day off, even though according to her own testimony
she was alone in the house for stretches from a few days to more than two
weeks, periods when the accused and Zahra Ladha were both away traveling.
The complainant said she continued to wash floors, dust, scrub toilets, and

clean windows all day, working from 6:00 a.m. to midnight or 1:00 a.m.,

even though no one else was in the house. This evidence, too, strikes me as

improbable.

The complainant was also prone to providing unbelievable and incredible narratives

regarding a myriad of other issues, relevant or otherwise. For instance, in her third

recorded statement of November 13, 2009, the complainant claimed that a customs

off,rcial in Kenya urged her to lie about her reason for coming to Canada in order to

gain entry to Canada. Similarly, less than a month before Mumtaz Ladha's criminal

trial, the complainant told the Crown, for the hrst time in over four years of

investigation, that she had suffered a fungal infection that resulted in permanent

injury to her hand from having to hand wash underwear with menstrual blood while

living with the Ladha family in Canada.

At trial, the complainant's narrative evolved further to include outrageous claims

including that she did not sit on any of the couches in the Ladharesidence for the ten

months that she had lived there; that the police had come to the Ladha residence on

one occasion and Mumtaz Ladha had successfully hid in the home during their

attendance; that MumtazLadhaprohibited the complainant from drinking bottled
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water, thus forcing the complainant to drink West Vancouver tap water, which

allegedly hurt her stomach.

5. Cst. Raymond Developed an Inappropriate Relationship with the Complainant

Rather than confront the complainant with the internal and external inconsistencies

noted above, the RCMP fostered the complainant's lies.

During the investigation, Cst. Raymond began to socialize with the complainant,

contrary to RCMP policy. Indeed, Cst. Raymond took the complainant to

restaurants, out shopping and out to the movies prior to charges being recommended

and approved against Mumtaz Ladha.In so doing, Cst. Raymond became an

advocate for the complainant and became complicit in achieving the complainant's

goal of remaining in Canada through the means of false allegations.

According to Cst. Raymond's notes, Cst. Raymond spent considerable additional

time with the complainant apparently so as to "reinforce trust" with the complainant.

They ate together at a restaurant in Kitsilano, shopped together, met for hot

chocolate and had regular calls and visits ofa personal nature.

Furthermore, Cst. Raymond went to great lengths to assist the complainant in her

efforts to obtain a TRP, which would allow her to remain in Canada. For example,

on June 19,2009, Cst. Raymond explained the TRP process to Laurie Parker Stuart,

the employee at the shelter where the complainant was staying at the time, and made

telephone calls on the complainant's behalf to get the application in motion shortly

after receiving her cooperation with the investigation. In these circumstances, the

RCMP created an environment within which the complainant was further motivated

to lie.

6. The RCMP coached the complainant prior to her statements

Cst. Raymond also improperly discussed the investigation with the complainant in

unrecorded meetings with her. For example, at some point between September 11

98
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and November 13, 2009, the complainant met with Cst. Raymond and discussed the

statement Mumtaz Ladha had provided to the RCMP on September 11, 2009. Cst.

Raymond purposefully chose not to record this discussion in any way, including in

her police notes. Proof that this meeting took place is evident from the fact that

during the course of interviewing the complainant on November 13, 2009, Cst.

Raymond posed questions which clearly indicated that she had spoken to the

complainant about Mumtaz Ladha's statement at some earlier date. For example, at

page34 of the interview, Cst. Raymond asked the complainant the following

question:

And you described to me - and this was last week - an incident where on your rway

to Whistler when you drove that morning Mumtaz said something to you that made

you sad? femphasis added]

99 To that point, the complainant had never mentioned going to Whistler with Mumtaz

Ladha in any of her recorded statements, nor had this information been recorded in

police notes or in a police report of any kind. At trial, Cst. Raymond was unable to

explain this anomaly.

100. RCMP policy is that it is completely inappropriate for investigators to tairrt a

witness' evidence by divulging what other witnesses have said. Similarly,

interviews with witnesses should be recorded. Cst. Raymond's conduct in this case

was explicitly contrary to the RCMP's policy regarding statement and note taking.

Moreover, Cst. Marie Plamondon, who in April2010 replaced Cst. Raymond as the

lead investigator in the Ladha case, asked the complainant to watch videos of her

prior statements before providing an additional statement to the RCMP, and also

discussed with the complainant the questions that she would be asked days in

advance of a further interview. None of this conduct was captured in audio or video

format because Cst. Plamondon made a conscious decision to only record these

events in limited form in her police notebook. In sum, the complainant and Cst'

Plamondon went over the questions that would be asked at the next interview and

101
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then the complainant was given three weeks to prepare, ultimately resulting in her

March 1,2011 recorded statement. This is inappropriate police behavior in the

circumstances and had the effect of undermining that trustworthiness of any follow-

up statements. The conduct of Cst. Plamondon was particularly inappropriate when

it was clear at the time of her conduct that any case against Mumtaz Ladha would

depend in large part on the credibility of the complainant.

7. The RCMP knew that the complainant had a clear motive to lie

Cst. Raymond, Cst. Plamondon and the complainant knew that if the complainant

accused Mumtaz Ladha of human trafficking, CIC would grant a TRP to the

complainant as a potential victim of human trafficking. In turn, they knew that if the

complainant obtained a TRP, she could work and study in Canada and subsequently

become eligible for permanent resident status.

On June 19,2009, Cst. Raymond spoke to a counsellor at the transition home where

the complainant claimed to have "fled". As a result of that discussion, the counsellor

learned of the "TRP option", which would provide the complainant with

immigration status in Canada should she be considered a potential victim of human

trafficking. The complainant then spoke to the police for the f,rrst time on June 22,

2009, after learning of the possibility of being granted a TRP.

The complainant then repeatedly told the RCMP, and in particular, Csts. Raymond

and Plamondon, that she wanted to stay in Canada to work and study in order to

have a better life.

On June 22,2009,the complainant provided a statement to the RCMP alleging that

the Ladhas had mistreated her and tricked her into coming to Canada with a job offer

of working in a salon. This was the first time the complainant mentioned being

deceived with a job offer to work in a salon, an essential element of the criminal

offence of human trafficking. When asked if she had an1'thing to add to her

statement, the complainant said: "Yes. But was asking these people to help me
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because life in Africa is not good." When asked how she wanted the police to help,

the complainant said "l want you to help me remain here." The complainant was

then told again about the TRP option and appeared relieved. A meeting was then set

up with the immigration authorities.

106. On July 2,2009,the complainant again told her story to CIC. At the time, she stated

that she "wanted to remain in Canada." In preparation for the meeting, she filled out

an application form and again revealed her motive. Under o'My Request", she

indicated "l wish to stay in Canada as long as possible to worll'. During the

interview, the complainant told Ms. Poon, a CIC officer, that she wanted to stay in

Canada because she felt it provided better opportunities for her and her son.

Five days later, the complainant again spoke to the RCMP and again reiterated her

desire to remain in Canada. She was asked whether she would go back toTanzaniaif

she had been paid what she alleged was promised to her ($200 a month salary) and

the complainant responded,"l wouldn't go. I wouldn't go because I lwtow life there".

107

108 It is emphasized that these statements were made to the RCMP prior to the

recommendation of charges. Accordingly it is alleged that it should have been

abundantly clear to any reasonable police officer in this situation that the

complainant had an overwhelmingly clear motive to lie so that she could stay in

Canadarather than return to the harsh conditions of her homeland. Knowing that the

complainant possessed a very strong motive to lie, the RCMP should have closely

scrutinized the complainant's story and conducted investigations to determine

whether the complainant's allegation was true or false. They failed to do so.

109. The RCMP was also aware that the Ladhafamily owned a home in the British

Properties that was valued at approximately $3 million in2009 and that Mumfaz

Ladha had $550,000 at her disposal in one bank account alone. Mumtaz Ladha thus

had no conceivable motive to deceive the complainant into coming to Canada for the

purpose of illegatly employing her as a housekeeper. More importantly, there was no

reason why the Ladhas would refuse to pay the complainant, exploit her and subject
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her to cruel and demeaning treatment for months on end. The RCMP clearly did not

consider the Ladhas absence of any motive to treat the complainant in the manner

alleged by her.

8. The RCMP failed to investigate known exculpatory evidence

110. Madam Justice Fenlon unequivocally accepted that MumtazLadhatold the truth in

her statement to the RCMP on September 11, 2009. The Director was also in

possession of this statement prior to filing the forfeiture Claim. In that statement

Mumtaz Ladha stated that there were people (non-family members) who could

corroborate her assertion that the complainant was like family to her, that she treated

the complainant like she was one of her own daughters, that the complainant wanted

to come with her to visit Canada, that the complainant came to Canada as a visitor

and that the complainant was not an employee of the Ladhas in Canada nor was she

made to work in any other capacity. The RCMP and the Director were both fully

aware that if what Mumtaz Ladha told the RCMP in her statement was true, there

was absolutely no basis to recommend criminal charges or to initiate a civil

forfeiture claim. In the course of providing her statement, MumtazLadhaalso

provided to the RCMP incontrovertible and corroborative evidence of her version of

events, in the form of text messages between herself and the complainant.

111. Even after they were made aware of this body of potentially exculpatory evidence,

neither the RCMP nor the Director ever followed up with MumtazLadha or her

counsel to request the names of these people before recommending charges or

initiating the Claim. There were many such potential witnesses, including Dr. Nurez

Kassam and Mr. Zul Somani, both respected members of the Vancouver business

community who testified for MumtazLadha's defence attrial.

lI2. Dr. Kassam and Mr. Somani completely corroborated the statement MumtazLadha

gave to the RCMP, and their evidence was relied upon by Madam Justice Fenlon in

her reasons for acquitting Mumtaz Ladha. Their evidence was also credible and

internally corroborative.
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113. In her decision, Madam Justice Fenlon held:

Third, two witnesses called by the defence, Mr. Somani and Dr. Kassam,

described social events at the Ladha home and other venues, at which Mrs.

Ladha, Zabra Ladha, and the complainant were present. They described the

complainant eating with the other guests and attending as a guest. I find it

unlikely that the accused would take an employee with her to a friend's home

when invited for dinner.

114. Dr. Kassam testifîed that he visited the Ladha home about two or three times a week

while the complainant was a guest there. None of the Ctown's proffered

corroborating witnesses saw the complainant as much as Dr. Kassam, yet Dr.

Kassam was not asked to provide a statement about what he observed in the Ladha

household. Mr. Zul Somani testified that he socialized with the complainant at his

own home and at the Ladha home approximately six or seven times, including at a

party he hosted at his home in V/est Vancouver in November 2008, the night

Barrack Obama was elected President of the United States.

115 Both these witnesses were unequivocal that the complainant was treated like a

member of the Ladhafamily by the Ladhas and their evidence in no uncertain terms

contradicted the complainant's testimony respecting key elements of the RCMP's

and the Director's case, including testimony at trial that, inter alia, she never ate at

the same table with the Ladhas, that she never sat on the couches in the Ladha

residence (but only sat on the floor and awaited orders), that she never went out with

the Ladhas, that she always wote a uniform while at the Ladha homes, that she

worked 18 to 22 hours per day and that she had to use different cutlery than the

Ladhas.

These witnesses were available to be interviewed and to provide statements, but

were never approached by the RCMP or the Director despite Mumtaz Ladha's offer

116
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to furnish witnesses that could support her version of events. Had the RCMP

interviewed these people, they could not have reasonably recommended charges, and

had the Director interviewed these people, it could not have reasonably initiated

proceedings to seize the Plaintiffs' home.

tt7 Finally, the RCMP also failed to interview Natasha Ladha on September I 1, 2009.

While Mumtaz Ladhawas interviewed in her automobile by S/Sgt. Baltej Dhillon,

Natasha Ladha waited nearby in the company of Cst. Raymond. The RCMP elected

not to interview Natasha Ladha, who would have provided a statement completely

corroborating Mumtaz Ladha's version of events, which was what ultimately

occurred at the criminal trial.

9. The RCMP's negligent and improper handling of the Andom recantation

I 1 8 . In a recorded statement made on June 24, 2009 , Mr. Andom initially appeared to

corroborate some of the complainant's story. The Report to Crown Counsel states

that Mr. Andom's June 24,2009 recorded statement included the following: that "he

[Andom] observed the victim being exploited and used as a "slave" by Mumtaz and

Zahra Ladha", that "the victim confided in T.A [Andom] that her bosses would kill

her if she was ever to flee [...]", and that Mr. Andom "described the relationship

between Mumtaz Ladha and the victim as a "Master-Dog" relationship".

i 19. Mr. Andom was lying. During the criminal trial, Cst. Plamondon testified that in the

days leading up to Mr. Andom's preliminary hearing testimony in Decemb er 2072,

he admitted to having not told the truth in his June 24,2009 recorded statement. Cst.

Sweetville, who was also in attendance during this interaction with Mr. Andom on

November 29,2012, made the following notations with respect to Mr. Andom's

comments:

0810 - @ Sunny ANDOM residence, spoke in lobby after knocking numerous

times on door. Let in by another tenant - random buzzer number. Sunny said the

following:
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-That his previous stmt is a lie. He did it to help VIC's son to come to

Canada.

-Seemed upset when called on why it seemed like he keep evading police /

not return msgs.

-Said he will call Crown today.

Notwithstanding Andom's admission, Cst. Plamondon inappropriately pressured Mr.

Andom to adhere to his lune 24,2009 statement by threatening him with criminal

prosecution and imprisonment if he "changed his statement".

At the preliminary hearing in December2012, Mr. Andom retracted much of his

statement to the RCMP on June 24,2009. Cpl. Jassy Bindra, of the RCMP's human

trafficking unit, was present in court during Mr. Andom's and Ms. Begashaw's

preliminary hearing testimony. Cpl. Bindra heard firsthand from Mr. Andom and

Ms. Begashaw about the positive relationship they observed or were told about

between the complainant and Mumtaz Ladha.

121. At trial, Mr. Andom did not testify that the complainant was "employed" by the

Plaintiffs nor did he make any of the inflammatory statements referred to above or

any statements resembling those statements. To the contrary, he testified that the

complainant had a good relationship with MumtazLadha and that he saw them

laughing and joking together. This evidence was relied on by Madam Justice Fenlon

in her reasons for acquitting Mumtaz Ladha:

He [Andom] said that Mrs. Ladha and the complainant would joke and laugh with

one another and otherwise shared a good relationship ['. ']

122. Once Mr. Andom's admitted having lied to the police in his first statement it should

have been abundantly clear to the RCMP that they should have conducted further

investigations and/or should have recommended to the PPSC that the charges against

Mumtaz Ladha should be stayed.
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10. The Director Unreasonably Expanded the Scope of the Civil Forfeiture Act in its
Claim

123. In its Claim, the Director not only took positions regarding the facts that were

unreasonable and based on its and the RCMP's negligent investigations, but it also

took unreasonable legal positions to attempt to extend the breadth of the Civil

Forfeiture Act entirely beyond its intended limits and stated purpose, which is to

"deter unlawful activity by taking away inslruments and proceeds of it".

124. Indeed, one of the Director's apparent basis for seeking complete forfeiture of the

Ladha home was that the Ladhas had allegedly failed to pay an employee minimum

wage under the Employment Standctrds Act and had accordingly engaged in

"unlawful activity" as that term is defined under the Civil Forfeiture Act.The

Director's rational for this position was that the money the Plaintiffs saved from not

paying the alleged employee was used to pay part of their home mortgage thus

tainting their ownership of their entire home.

E. EVENTS FO G THE APPROVAL OF'CHARGES

125. On or around May 10, 2011, the PPSC approved criminal charges against Mumtaz

Ladha for alleged breaches of the Immigration and Refugee Protection Act

("IRPA"). Initially, the PPSC approved charges of human trafficking (s. 118 of the

Act) and human smuggling (s. 117 of IRPA) based on the RCMP's investigation.

The PPSC did not charge Mumtazladha under lhe Criminal Code. Following

further investigation by the RCMP, the PPSC added three additional charges which

included two counts of misrepresenting facts to Canadian immigration authorities (s'

127 (a) of IRPA) and one count of employing a foreign national where such

employment was not authorized (s. 12a(1)(c) of IRPA)'

126. On or around May 16, 20ll awarrant for MumtazLadha's arrest was issued while

she was in Africa.
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On or around }y'ray 17,2017, Global News broadcasted a sensational story about the

warrant for MumtazLadha's arrest which featured a prepared statement by

Constable Michael Mclaughlin of the RCMP ("Cst. Mclaughlin"), which included

the patently false allegations in the Press Release described above (see transcript at

Appendix "A").

128 On or around July 19, 2}II,upon her return to Canada, Mumtaz Ladha voluntarily

surrendered to the RCMP

I29. As part of its investigation, the RCMP recommended that the Crown seek the

forfeiture of the Plaintiffs' home, located at 1455 Bramwell Road in West

Vancouver (the "home" or the "Property"), as offence-related property forfeitable

under the Criminal Code. The Crown declined to seek the forfeiture of the Property

Not satisfied, the RCMP sent their Report to Crown Counsel to the Director on

August 15,2011 to seek the forfeiture of the Property through a civil lawsuit.

130. On August 25,2011, only seven full business days after having received the Report

to Crown Counsel from the RCMP, the Director filed the Claim to seek the forfeiture

of the Plaintifß' home and filed a lis pendens (otherwise known as a "Notice of

Commencement of Proceedings") with the Land Title Office thereby completely

encumbering the home and preventing the Plaintifß from using their house as

collateral for any financial initiative. Then, while Mumtaz Ladha's criminal trial was

proceeding, the Director also sought an Interim Preservation Order further seriously

limiting the property rights of the Plaintiffs and preventing them from using their

home as collateral for any financial initiative.

131 After having reviewed the PPSC's disclosure and investigating the matter, Mr'

Richard Peck, Q.C., counsel for MumtazLadha,wrote a24-page letter on November

30,2011 to PPSC counsel Peter LaPrairie and Charles Hough highlighting many

glaring weaknesses in the Crown's case and submitting that there was no longer a

reasonable prospect of conviction. The letter included a detailed outline of the

myriad of inconsistencies in the complainant's statements to the RCMP and pointed
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out the impropriety of the RCMP's investigation including a detailed description of

how Cst. Raymond's Report to Crown Counsel exaggerated witness statements,

omitted exculpatory facts and mislead the Crown in a myriad of ways. The letter also

described in detail defence evidence that had been uncovered, including pictures of

the complainant attending a social event with Mumtaz, Zahra and NatashaLadha

and other very prominent citizens of V/est Vancouver, in December 2008, which

picture alone clearly demonstrated the falsity of many of the complainant's

allegations.

132. On December 12,2011, Mr. Peck's letter was forwarded to the Director. The same

letter was again referred to in a May 22,2013 further request that the civil forfeiture

claim be abandoned along with an offer by counsel to review the evidence with the

Director to demonstrate that there was no serious issue to be tried.

133. On August 8,2012, counsel for the Plaintiffs, in the criminal and civil forfeiture

matters respectively, personally met with the responsible lawyers at the Crown's

office to make submissions to them, including disclosing exculpatory evidence

regarding Mumtaz Ladha's innocence. A similar offer was made on December 12,

201i to meet with the Director but this offer was refused.

I34. A 22-day criminal trial againstMumtaz Ladha began on Septemb er 4,2013 .

135. On November 22,2013, Madam Justice Fenlon resoundingly acquitted and

vindicated Mumtaz Ladha. With respect to the complainant's credibility, Madam

Justice Fenlon held:

I conclude that the complainant is not a reliable witness. i also conclude
that she is not a credible witness in many respects.

136. Much of the evidence Madam Justice Fenlon expressly relied on to find that the

complainant lacked credibility was submitted to both the Crown and the Director by

way of Mr. Peck's letter dated November 30,2011, and again during the in-person

meeting between counsel for the Plaintiffs and the Crown on August 8,2012.
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137. V/ith respect to MumtazLadha's statement to the RCMP, Madam Justice Fenlon

held:

Quite apart from the frailties of the complainant's evidence, I would, in any

event, be left with a reasonable doubt based on Mrs. Ladha's statement to

police on September I I ,2009... That statement had the unmistakable ring

of truth to it. In addition, the statements made by Mrs. Ladha were largely

corroborated.

t1
Mrs. Ladha's reaction in the interview, when confronted with M'H.'s
allegations, was also telling. Mrs. Ladha did not react with anger, but with
shock.

138. V/ith respect to motive, Madam Justice Fenlon held:

First, the accused had no motive to clandestinely import a housekeeper.

Mrs. Ladha is a wealthy woman who has employed housekeepers in the

past. Two testified attrial: they had both signed contracts, worked eight-

Lour days, and were paid. Why would Mrs. Ladha suddenly need to bring in

a foreign national to work l8-hour days without pay?

In contrast, the complainant had a motive to lie about her circumstances so

that she could remain in Canada. [...]

The complainant told police from the outset, after she left the Ladha

residence, that she wanted them to help her stay in Canada. She had a return

ticket and her passport at that point, but she did not want to go home.

l3g. An 1l-day civil forfeiture trial was set for 22 ApriI2}I4. On December 10, 2073,

the Director abandoned the Civil Claim by filing a consent dismissal order, while

refusing to pay the Plaintiffs their costs.

From the time of the issuance of the arrest warrant to the trial, media from all over

the world spread far afield (in print, on television, over the internet and over radio)

the outrageous allegations made by the RCMP. The media publications, many of
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which are still available online, quote from the prepared statements made by Cst.

Mclaughlin of the RCMP, and include, but are not limited to, the following:

"The Globe and Mail", ly'ray 17,2011: Mumtaz Ladha "accused of luring o young

African women to Canada with the promise of a job at a hair salon. Police say the

young women was insteadforced to work long hours at Mrs. Ladha's luxury home

with no pay and little food...Police søid she was þrced to work I I hours a day, seven

days a week, and sometimes just ate leftovers. She was often only allowed to sleep

when everyone else in the house was doing so.

CBC News, May 17 ,201I'. "West Vancouver family denies slavery claims ". "Police

say Ladha hired a 2l -year-old woman from Africa to work in her hair salon but

insteadforced her to work in her home l8 hours a day without pay, confiscated her

pctssport andfed her table scraps".'. http://www.cbc.calnews/canadalbritish-

columbia/west-vancouver-fämily-denies-sl avery-claims- I .1 093 620

Macleans Magazine,May 17,2011,"8.C. woman accused of keepÌng e slave"

(http://www2.macleans.cal201 1/05/17lbc-woman-accused-of-keeping-a-slave/)

Vancouver Observer: May 16, 20Il: "Enslaved by West Vancouver resident, African

womanflees to shelter",

http://www.vancouverobserver.com/politics/news/201 1/05/16/enslaved-west-

vancouver-resident-african-woman-flees-shelter

The "Vy'orld Journal", A Chinese publication, on May 18,2011 featured this article

which referred to the press release made by the RCMP and MumtazLadha:
http ://sf.worldj oumal.corn/view/full_sf/ 1 3 3 1 5 948/article-

%88%A'%BF%E6%BA%AB%85%A9%^6%F,8%B5%F.0%87%A7%81%F4%BA

%B A%E 5 %8F % A3 %EF %B C%gF .

%E s % AE%B 6%E 5 %B 1 % AC%89 % A9 %9 A%E\% A8%9p

Vancouver Sun, August 6,2011'. "A woman says she was held in this mansion by the

owners in slave-like conditions. A court date has been set for next weell' "Lctdha

allegedly hired her accuser to work in a Vancouver-area høir salon in the summer of
2008, but when the woman arrived in Cønada, her passport was taken away and she

was forced into demeaning servitude, RCMP said. 1...1This reportedly included hand-

washing the underwear of everyone in the house, hand-washing the cars of guests, and

eating table scraps to survive. 1...1 RCMP said she was only allowed to sleep once

everyone else in the house had gone to bed."

http://tundratabloids.com/201 1/08/african-woman-held-as-slave-by-muslim-in-

vancouver-home.html
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The Canadian Immigration Report, August 6,20ll,"Vancouver" Mumtaz Ladha

arrested in domestic slavery case".

CTV News, August 4,201I,"Suspect in West Vancouver slavery case arrested" 
('A

West VancoLver womãn who allegedly brought a young African woman into Canada

under false pretenses andforced her into domestic slavery has been ørrested'

http://bc.ctvnews, - in-west-vanco uver-slaverv -arrested-1 .679390

(i) Liveleak, August 6,2011: "Muslim woman kept African slave in her 3.1M$ home in

West Vancouver' ' htto://www.liveleak 1c 13 12681618. Features

û)

television news repoft by Global News.

The linkpaper.ca, August 6, 201 I: "South Asian l4/oman Accused Of Smuggling An

African Maid And Keeping Her A Slave Arrested':http.llthelinkpaper.cal?p:8948

TheTanzanian online magazine "'Wavuti" featured the following headline on August

6,2013: "'Woman accused of human trafficking to Canada describe Tanzanian as her

caregiver", along with a picture of Mumtaz Ladha,

httn ://www.wavuti.com/ 4lnost12011l09 an -accr rsed-of-human- ckins-fo-

(h)

(k)

canada-desclibe- tanzanian- as-her- c are siver. h KiGBB

(l) Kuweit New, September 6, 2013: "Mumtaz Ladha Human Trafficking Trial: Accused

Told Officials She Needed " htto://kuwait. rlxhwebsite.com/mumtaz- ladha-human-

trallì ckine-trial-accused- told-offi needed/

(m) Tanzanianblog"Zanzibar Nikwetu", September 7 ,2073, featured this article from the

National Post: "MumtazLadha,B.C. woman accused of enslavingTanzanian, told

off,rcials she needed a'companion"'
htto:llzanzi i kwetu.blou soot.ael20 13 I 0 ladha-bc-woman -of.html

PART II RELIEF SOUGHT

A. THE NEGLIGENT INVESTIGATION CLAIM FOR DAMAGES

t4r By reason of the Negligent Investigations described in this Claim, the Plaintiffs have

suffered damage to their person, dignity, family relations, reputation and economic

interests, including loss of income, loss of income earning capacity and the loss of

the share value of their enterprises. They have suffered mental anguish,

embarrassment and humiliation. Some of their businesses have collapsed. They
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have been prevented from entering into and attending to new business ventures.

They have been put to substantial expense in defending themselves against both the

criminal charges and the civil forfeiture Claim.

I42. As a result of the Defendants' negligence and the improper purpose underpinning

the investigations described in this Claim, the Plaintiffs have suffered loss and

damage and are entitled to an award of general, special, aggravated and punitive

damages.

1. Damages attributable to the Attorney General of Canada

143. As a result of the negligent investigation of the RCMP and the defamatory andlot

negligent statements of the RCMP, all of the Plaintiffs were harmed as follows:

(a) The charges, arrest and trial of Mumtaz Ladha received wide-spread

sensationalized news coverage all over the world in print, television and radio

media irreparably harming her and her family's reputation. The media coverage

depicted her and her family as having callous disregard for the inherent human

dignity of the complainant by smuggling her into Canada without papers, by

enslaving her, feeding her only "table scïaps", depriving her ofsleep and forcing

her to work against her will for I8 fo 22 hours per day, 7-days a week, without

pay. The reputations and dignity of all of the Plaintiffs have suffered

immeasurably as a result of these allegations of criminal conduct.

(b) As a direct result of the negligent investigation of the RCMP all of the

Plaintiffs have also suffered inordinate stress and mental suffering over a period of

more than four years and they have lost the companionship and support of friends

and business associates.
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^. Mumtøz Ladha

In addition to the general damages referred to in paragraphs 1 to 3 of this Part,

Mumtaz Ladha also suffered the following specific damages:

(a) Mumtaz Ladha incurred $392,630.13 in legal fees and disbursements to

defend herself against the criminal charges;

(b) Mumtaz Ladha received a written death threat during her trial;

(c) Mumtaz Ladhawas humiliated when Passport Canada revoked her passport;

(d) Mumtaz Ladha was further humiliated when the Royal Bank of Canada

terminated its relationship with her despite letters from counsel that it would be

contrary to faimess and fundamental justice for the Bank to suspend her banking

privileges based upon unproven allegations alone;

(e) Mumtaz Ladha was further humiliated when the home insurance company

insuring her home threatened to terminate insurance coverage, which would have

resulted in CIBC calling in its first mortgage on the Ladha family home. Only

after adetailed letter from counsel explaining that the case against Mumtaz Ladha

had no merit did the company reconsider its position and continue to provide

coverage.

b. Menhool Lødha

145. In addition, Menhool Ladha suffered the following specific damages:

(a) Fonderie de Kinshasa and Plasco wele the main sources of income for

Mumtaz and Menhool Ladha. Menhool operated and managed these businesses.

As a result of the negligent investigation of the RCMP and the resulting charges
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and trial, Menhool Ladha was required to be away from these businesses to

provide comfort and support to his wife in Vancouver. Moreover, in the face of

these charges and their impact upon the reputation of he and his family he fell into

a serious depression. As a result, some of the businesses which were the source of

the Ladha family wealth have failed;

(b) In addition, in order to assist and support his wife leading up to and during

the criminal trial, Menhool Ladha incurred significant travel expenses to and from

Africa and Vancouver.

c. Nstasha ønd Hussein Lødha

146. In addition, Natasha and Hussein Ladha suffered the following specific damages

(a) In order to assist and support their mother leading up to and during the

criminal trial Natasha and Hussein Ladha incurred significant travel expenses to

and from Africa and Vancouver.

(b) As a result of this need to be in Vancouver to support their mother both

Natasha and Hussein Ladha suffered loss of income.

2. Damages attributable to the Crown in Right of British Columbia

t47 As a direct result of the Director's negligence Mumtaz andZahra Ladha suffered the

following additional specific damages:

^. Mumtaz Lødhø

(i) Prior to the complainant's allegations Mrs. Ladha had borrowed $500,000

at I0o/, interest from Mr. Nizarali Somji for business purposes. Following the

criminal charges she was unable to repay the Somji business loan from other funds

available to her as a result of her need to fund her criminal and civil forfeiture
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defence legal fees. In the normal course, Mumtaz Ladha would have repaid the

Somji business loan by way of conventional bank mortgage financing at an

average interest rate of 3Yo, as opposed to the 10% Somji business loan rate. As

her home was encumbered by the lis pendens further to the forfeiture Claim, she

could not utilize conventional bank financing to repay this loan thus incurring a

7Yo increase in borrowing costs related to the Somji loan for two years and four

months;

(ii) The Plaintifß Mumtaz, Zaltraand NatashaLadhaincurred $159,33 1.22 in

legal fees and disbursements to defend her home against the civil forfeiture claim;

(iii) As in the case of the Somji business loan the Director's lis pendens forced

Mumtaz Ladha to borrow an additional $500,000 in order to fund her criminal and

civil forfeiture defences at the rate of l0o/o per annum from third parties instead of

at an average of 3%o pursuant to conventional bank financing'

b. Zahrø Ladha

(i) As a direct result of the Negligent Investigations, and in particular the

Director's allegation that ZahraLadha had been charged with a criminal offence

when she had not been so charged, ZahraLadhawas terminated by Medela, her

employer for the prior four years. In a February 22,2012 termination letter to

Zahr a Ladha, Medela stated :

It has recently come to Medela's attention that you are a parly to legal proceedings

in the Supreme Court of British Columbia with the Director of Civil Forfeiture

regarding a number of allegations that you were involved in human traffrcking

and exploitation in relation to aTanzanian national living in your home. We also

understand that you may be facing criminal charges in relation to human

traffrcking and exploitation. Obviously, Medela is very concerned about these

allegations and given the seriousness of the allegations, it is not possible for us to

continue with your employment.
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B. AGGRAVATED DAMAGES

148. The Defendants conduct has been particularly high-handed and oppressive, thereby

increasing the Plaintiffs' humiliation and anxiety arising from their negligence. Both

Defendants were motivated by improper goals (finally prosecuting a human

trafficking case and meeting the Director's financial goals) and therefore were

motivated by actual malice, which increased the injury to the Plaintiffs. Moreover,

the RCMP's issuance of the sensational press release spread fuither afield the

damage to the reputation of the Plaintiffs and increased the mental distress and

humiliation of the Plaintiffs. Indeed, the RCMP's Press Release which depicted the

complainant as a slave caused this "slave" narrative to be featured in media all over

the world.

C. PUNITIVE DAMAGES

Punitive damages should also be awarded as the Defendants' misconduct was so

malicious, oppressive and high-handed that it will properly offend this Honourable

Court's sense of decency. The misdescription of evidence and the failure to

investigate animated by zealotry and institutional defensiveness, as reflected in this

case, seldom occurs. When it occurs it must be emphatically denounced by way of a

significant award of punitive damages so that it does not happen again'

t49

WHEREFORE the Plaintiffs claim

(a) General damages for pain, suffering, humiliation, embarrassment, loss of dignity,

mental anguish and harm to reputation;

(b) General damages for loss of income and loss of income eaming capacity;

(c) Special damages, including the legal costs of defending the prosecution of

criminal charges and the civil forfeiture Claim, and the costs associated with

travel to and from Africa;
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(d) Aggravated damages;

(e) Punitive damages;

Interest pursuant to the Court Order Interest Act;

Costs of this claim

Such fuither relief as this Honourable Court may deem just'

A. NEGLIGENT INVESTIGATION

]. RCMP

i 50. The RCMP is liable for the tort of negligent investigation. Police offrcers are

statutory actors who owe a duty of care to suspects. Their conduct during an

investigation must be measured against the standard of how a reasonable officer in

like circumstances would have acted. Police officers are accountable for harm

resulting to a suspect if they fail to meet this standard. In this case, the police

offrcers' conduct, considered in light of contemporary police practices, clearly did

not meet the standard of a reasonable officer in similar circumstances and caused

considerable harm to the Plaintiffs Qlilt v. Hamilton-Wentworth Regional Police

Services Boardl2007l3 SCR i29).

2. Director

15 1 , Neither is the Attorney General of British Columbia immune from civil liability for

the negligent conduct of his agent the Director of Civil Forfeiture and the conduct of

its office. In furtherance of its role, the Director has a continuing duty to investigate

an alleged crime or offence, at all stages of the process.

(Ð

(e)

(h)

Part 3: LEGAL BASIS
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152 Like other statutory officials, such as police officers, the Director owed a duty of

care to the Plaintiffs. The Director's investigation concerned identifiable people, the

stakes of the investigation were high (loss of home, financial capacity, etc.),

identifiable people suffered damages as a result of its negligence, the investigation

concerned past conduct and was not preventative of future harm, there was direct

interaction between the Director's office and the Plaintiffs through their counsel, the

Plaintifß have no other remedy against the Director other than in tort and it is

abundantly clear that the Director should have had the Plaintiffs' economic interest

in mind during its investigation, prior to and after the filing and serving the Claim

(Hitt v. Hamilton Wentworth, supra and ifilson Fuel Co. v. Canada (Attorney

General), 120091NSJ No. 314).

153. It is insufficient for the Director to simply rely without question on the Report to

Crown Counsel (especially in light of the fact that to successfully advance its claim

the Director has to prove more than just that an offence occurred, but that the

property in question was proceeds or an instrument of unlawful activity). Since the

Director simply relied on the evidence contained in the Report to Crown Counsel to

initiate its Claim, and failed to review the Report to Crown Counsel with any

modicum of diligence, and was made aware of many of the weaknesses in the

Crown's case, including the inappropriate and negligent investigation of the RCMP,

it has conducted itself well below the standard of care it owes to the Plaintiffs and is

liable to compensate the Plaintiffs for the injuries caused as a result thereof.

154. For these reasons and the facts outlined in the section "statement of Facts", both

Defendants have conducted themselves markedly outside of their professional

standard of care and their negligence has caused irreparable damage to the Plaintiffs'

reputation and standing in the community, in addition to having caused significant

loss to the Plaintiffs' business interests.
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B MALICIOUS PROSECUTIONS

155 Alternatively, the Director is liable to the Plaintiffs pursuant to the tort of malicious

prosecution. The Director, without conducting an independent investigation or even

reading the Report to Crown Counsel with a modicum of diligence, and in pursuing

its institutional financial goals, blindly relied on the negligent investigation of the

RCMP before issuing the Claim (and filing the lis pendens) and thereafter continued

to press the Claim, while it knew that the investigation of the RCMP was negligent

(further to the letters it received from Plaintiffs' counsel). This is therefore a case of

the deliberate and malicious use of a public office for ends that are improper and

inconsistent with the prosecutorial function of the state, sometimes referred to as

conduct characterized in law as having been undertaken in bad faith.

156. As a result of its negligent or malicious prosecution, the Director initiated a civil

action against the Plaintiffs to seize the Plaintifß' home. The filing of the Claim by

the defendant Director was accompanied by Certificate of Pending litigation (lis

pendens) preventing the Plaintiffs from financing their defence by re-mortgaging

their home, or from otherwise using their home to repay loans or as security for

investment purposes. As a result, the Director has breached its standard of care and

is thus also liable to the Plaintiffs, or, in the alternative, is liable to the Plaintiffs

pursuant to the tort of malicious prosecution'

C DEFAMATION

I57 . The Plaintiffs also rely on the law of libel and slander.

158. As discusse d, supra, Cst. Mathew Mclaughlin of the RCMP made prepared

statements that the RCMP knew, or ought to have known, to be false to major media

outlets, which were then republished the world over. Cst. Mclaughlin also

sensationalized the evidence obtained during the negligent investigation. For

example, he said that the complainant was only fed "table scraps". This line was

used in countless media repofts in Canada and all over the world. Moreover, Cst.

Mclaughlin of the RCMP stated to the media that the complainant was brought to
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Appendix "A"

Global News Broadcast featuring RCMP ooPress Release" Prior to Arrest

[shot of Jill Krop at anchor desk] .ril/ Krop (Global News anchor); "Police are searching for a West

Vancouver woman who is wanted on the rare charge of human traff,rcking. Police say she lured a young

African woman to Canada with the promise of a job in a hair salon but she forced her to work up to 18

hours a day without pay as a domestic servant. Catherine Urquhart repotts".

[shot of Ladha home] Catherine Urquhart (Global News Reporter):"WestVancouver is often referred to

as one of the wealthiest communities in the country, but now police are alleging that this beautiful place

was the scene of something terribly ugly: hurnan trafficking".

fshot of RCMP Cst. Micheal Mclaughlin] RCMP Cst. Micheal McLaughlin: "Human trafficking is a very

rare and serious offence. This is only the second time in British Columbia that there has been sufficient

evidence to lay a charge".

lpicture of Mumtaz Ladha] Catherine Urquhart (Gtobat News Reporter)'."Police have issued aCanada-

wide warrant for 5S-year old Mumtaz Ladha. Police allege Ladha brought a2l-year old African \¡/oman

here to her $3,000,000 home having promised her a job. [Shot of metal, prison-like gate] Instead, Ladha

allegedly forced the victim to work 18 hours a day,7 days a week, for free'"

[shot of Catherine Urqghart (Global News Report er): Catherine (Jrquhart (Global News Reporter):

"rühile the accused was apparently living an extravagant lifesfyle, the young women was treated like a

slave. According to police she was told when she could and couldn't sleep, and she was only fed table

scraps."

[shor of RCMP Cst. Micheal Mclaughlin] RCMP Cst. Micheat McLaughlin'. "The victim is still in

Canada. She was brought to Canada with no papers, but now she's had the chance to meet up with people

who can really offer her help."

[Shot through metal, prison-like gale] Catherine (Jrqnhart (Globat News Reporter)'. "The victim fled to a

shelter following a full year of abuse [picture of Mumtaz Ladha] The accused is a well-known member of

this Mosque in Norlh Vancouver fshot of Mosque] where news of the charges stunned many.

[shot of RCMp Cst. Micheal Mclaughlin] RCMP Cst. Micheal McLaughlin: "There's a possibility she is

out of the country but we're giving her the chance to come forward and face this. She's going to have to

sooner or later".

fshot of Catherine Urquhart (Global News Reporter) ringing Ladha home door-b ell] Catherine Urquhart

(Gtobat News Reporter):"Atladha's home, no answer and cars in the drive-way are without license

plates. Sources tell Global News she's in Africa where she owns another home. In addition to the human

trafficking charge Ladha is accused of human smuggling lpicture of Mumtaz Ladha]' Both charges carry

maximum penalties of life in prison."
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APPENDIX

Part 1: CONCISE SUMMARY OF NATURE OF CLAIM:

The Plaintiff claims against the Defendants for damages as compensation for negligent

investigation and defamation.

Part2z THIS CLAIM ARISES FROM THE FOLLO\ilING:

A personal injury arising out of:

a motor vehicle accident
medical malpractice
another cause

A dispute concerning:

contaminated sites

construction defects
real property (real estate)
personal property
the provision of goods or services or other general commercial matters

investment losses

the lending of money
an employment relationship
a will or other issues concerning the probate of an estate

a matter not listed here

Part 3: THIS CLAIM INVOLVES:

a class action
maritime law
aboriginal law
constitutional law
conflict of laws
none ofthe above
do not know
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